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Caustics are phenomena in which the energy of a wave becomes concentrated along a two-
dimensional surface. The generation of caustics relies on much of the same physics as that 
leading to the generation of rogue waves. Although caustics are known mostly for their 
appearance in optical phenomena, caustics are in fact generic in all wave phenomena. We 
recently demonstrated [1] that the formation of caustics and of rogue events in linear systems 
requires strong phase fluctuations. We also showed that the presence of nonlinear response can 
allow the generation of sharp caustics from even small fluctuations; see Fig. 1. Moreover, in that 
the wave amplitude increases dramatically in formation of caustics, nonlinear response is usually 
inevitable. We report on the findings of an experiment performed in an optical system with a 
Kerr nonlinearity. We simulated these results through use of the nonlinear Schrödinger equation, 
and we achieve near-perfect agreement. In that this same theoretical framework is used to 
describe other wave systems such as large-scale water waves, our results may lead to the 
increased understanding of ocean phenomena. 
	
	

  
 

Figure 1.  Examples of the intensity pattern formed from a light field containing 
random phase fluctuations imposed by a spatial light modulator after passing 
through (left) a linear medium and (right) a nonlinear medium (a resonantly 
excited rubidium vapor). The presence of nonlinearity leads to a dramatic 
enhancement in the formation of optical caustics. 
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